
New Developments

Skills to Succeed Academy: new promo videos and lesson plans
for 3 key modules we recommend.

Newly Divided Sections: Career Apps, Career Tools and Useful
Resources: each containing relevant activities, assessments, features and
resources.

Individualised Logo for each service/organisation/provider.

Career Interest Profiler: new introduction worksheet embedded on
right hand side of the screen when client clicks in. This will introduce
clients/learners to the 8 different interest types before completing the
on-line assessment. There is also a new Careers Interest Reflection area for
learner/client learning and comments.

Live Job Search Feature on right hand side viewable as soon as client logs in.

Careers Skills Profiler: Cosmetic enhancements and now includes roll over
to display number of stars rated in terms of their meaning. There is a strong
focus on the STAR Technique here/Competency Based Interview Prep. Word
count has also been doubled. Reminder: There is an introduction
exercise/worksheet on the right when the client clicks into the app.

Work Experience Feedback: In your administration there is a new feedback
mechanism feature so you as a Teacher/Guidance Counsellor can add in
comments to the learners work experience module work. Just click on
client/learner name in your admin and then on work placement report.
The feedback box will appear beside all sections in the template. Simply
click the save button to make this live and appear in the learner’s work.

CareerDocs App: A new app that allows clients/learners upload files
including: images, word docs, excel spreadsheet, PowerPoint presentations
etc. This is very useful for uploading CVs, letters of application, references
and additional supporting materials for QQI folders.

Personal Action Plan: Pre-Guidance Interview to gather background
information. This is date stamped and clients name will appear for your
records/print as an Administrator. This “app” has a strong emphasis on
client goal setting/action planning and encourages greater collaboration
and client self-efficacy within guidance relationship.

PDFs in Useful Resources: A QuickGuide to using MyFuture+ so that
clients and learners can understand how the unique features may be
helpful for them to undertake. This is a summary document that should
save you time explaining how to use everything. A World of Work,
Education and Training Options and Links between Job/ED Zones 1-5 pdfs
are also available.

CourseFinder: Divided into 3 apps: CAO, PLC and Further Education and
Training Courses (FETCH).
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